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Grattan Street Shorts
RRP: $17.95
Format: PB
Extent: 112
ISBN: 978
0648209645

Grattan Street Press is an
initiative of the Publishing and
Communications program
in the School of Culture and
Communication at the University
of Melbourne, and is staffed by
graduate students.
We publish a range of work,
including contemporary literature,
trade non-fiction and children’s
books, and culturally valuable
works that are out of print.

Release date:
9 November
2020

Mer
Samantha Amy Mansell

‘The current grows stronger, the ocean
hungry for revenge . . . ’

In her debut collection, Samantha Amy

Set in an ominous underwater world
marred by human destruction, the stories

Mansell weaves a series of evocative tales

in Mer unsettle traditional mermaid

about vengeance, loss and the right to survive.

mythology – beyond gender, beyond

Mer asks not what, but who, lurks in the deep.

beauty, beyond romance.
Merfolk have ruled their watery domain

The Author

for untold years, but humans threaten it

Samantha is a Sydney based editor and

with deadly danger. Stranded and alone,

writer. She is passionate about intersectional

Odel haunts an abandoned lake. Ondine

feminism, bisexual representation in literature,

drags her prey to a graveyard of their own

and creating fantastical worlds. Mer is her

making. Unzel pursues a threatening boat.

first book.

Nothing left to lose, the merfolk will do

For media enquiries, please contact our marketing team: media@grattanstreetpress.com
For sales enquires, please contact our sales team: sales@grattanstreetpress.com
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whatever it takes to defend their home –
no matter who gets in their way.
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Grattan Street Shorts
RRP: $12.95

RRP: $24.95

Format: PB

Format: PB

Extent: 126

Extent: 286

ISBN: 978
0987625380

ISBN: 978
0648209638

Release Date:
18 June 2018

Release Date:
15 October 2020

Something to Be Tiptoed Around

Welcome to Bellevue

Emma Marie Jones

Seth Robinson

Now in paperback

In 2005, Emma Marie Jones lost her

“Emma Marie Jones confronts death and grief

‘Welcome to Bellevue, where the mountains

and thrilling adventure, from the first page to

beloved younger sister in a heartbreaking

with an unflinching stare. The narrative is a

meet the sea . . . ’

the last. It will appeal to a crossover market –

accident. Something to Be Tiptoed Around

confronting and human exploration of grief,

is an experimental memoir, in which

loss, femininity and death.”
– Jacinta Dietrich, Antithesis

Emma explores the nature of grief, loss,
memory and femininity. Drawing on

both adults and YA readers.
Harry wakes on a ferry with no memory of
how he came to be there. The boat is bound

The Author

for Bellevue, a place he has never heard of.

Seth Robinson is an American-Australian

elements of Greek mythology and literary

“You venture through STBTA like a haunted

When he goes ashore, planning to catch

author. He was born in Seattle and moved to

theory, Something to Be Tiptoed Around is

house made up of part-gallery, part-hall of

the next boat out, his attempt to leave is

Canberra when he was five.

a multilayered exploration of the fate of

mirrors, but you’re not alone. Never are you

thwarted.

human love after death.

alone. You’re guided by Jeannie (and by

Feeling trapped and alone, Harry

He completed his undergraduate studies
at the Australian National University, before

extension Jones) the whole way through,

gradually gets to know and trust some of

moving to Melbourne in 2016 to pursue

The Author

and the pace feels kind of brisk, but there is

the locals, and hopes he is on the way to

a writing career. Seth is a University of

Emma Marie Jones is a Melbourne-based

time to linger if you so wish. At times, you get

learning the mystery that holds him in this

Melbourne alumnus, and is currently studying

poet and writer. Her short fiction, poems and

deliciously close”

strange seaside town. But then a series

in the Doctor of Arts program at the University

of murders grips Bellevue, threatening

of Sydney.

essays have appeared in Seizure, The Lifted

– Jennifer Nguyen, The Lifted Brow

Brow, Scum, Meanjin, Spook and others.

Harry’s new friend Xanthe, and renewing his

Something to Be Tiptoed Around is her first

desperation for answers.

published book. In 2015, it was shortlisted for

This gripping fantasy/action story by

the Scribe Nonfiction Prize for Young Writers.

Welcome to Bellevue is also available as an
ebook – ISBN: 9780648209621.

first-time author Seth Robinson is a surreal
4
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RRP: $32.95

RRP: $29.95

Format: PB

Format: PB

Extent: 298

Extent: 392

ISBN: 978
0648209614

ISBN: 978
0648209607

Release Date:
29 July 2019

Release date:
1 November
2018

Uncontained: Digital Disconnection and the Experience of Time

Inside Story: The First Ten Years

Robert Hassan

Edited by Peter Browne

Robert Hassan believes that we are ‘trapped

able to reconnect with lost memories and

Curated by Inside Story’s founding editor

Story: The First Ten Years covers a variety of

in a digital prison of constant distraction’,

interrogate the temporality of both ‘clock time’

Peter Browne, Inside Story: The First

topics ranging from the political and cultural

and that the time we spend on screens is

and lived experience.

Ten Years is a collection of outstanding

to the personal, producing a vital record of

Australian journalism and commentary

Australian society over the last decade.

draining more from us than hours in the day.

Uncontained is an account of Hassan’s

With the increasing amount of attention

voyage of discovery – a must-read for anyone

written by ‘insider’ contributors with

Contributors include Frank Bongiorno,

that digital devices demand, diminishing our

who resents the encroachment of the digital

extensive knowledge of their fields.

Judith Brett, Tim Colebatch, Graeme Dobell,

capacity for reflection, there is less time to

on their inner world.

Featuring articles and essays by leading

Sara Dowse, Andrew Ford, Jane Goodall, Tom

journalists, academic researchers, creative

Griffiths, Jack Latimore, Andrew Leigh, Shane

“A real-world adventure, and a deft

artists and critics, the book is perfect for any

Maloney, Stephen Mills, Drusilla Modjeska,

combination of ethnography, memoir and

Australian interested in current affairs and

Margaret Simons, Rodney Tiffen, Maria

scholarship lightly applied ...”

cultural analysis.

Tumarkin and many more.

stop and think about our lives.
So what happens when we remove these
technologies altogether?
In order to break free from the ‘digital
prison’, Hassan booked passage on

– Professor Stephen Muecke FAHA,

a containership and spent five weeks

The University of Adelaide

The collection includes some of the
very best articles published throughout

travelling from Melbourne to Singapore –

the magazine’s existence, alongside an

disconnected and essentially alone. In this

introduction from Peter Browne. Drawing on

space of isolation and reflection, he was

ten years of rich publication history, Inside
6
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Colonial Australian Popular Fiction
RRP: $24.95

Colonial Australian Popular Fiction Series

Format: PB

The Colonial Australian Popular Fiction

first editions or original serialisations.

Extent: 392

series brings the vibrancy and diversity of

Each includes a short introduction from an

colonial Australian fiction to contemporary

academic specialist in the field and offers

readers. This curated range includes crime

critical insight into the work and its contexts.

and detective fiction, bushranger adventure,

The books from this series are of interest

colonial romance, and utopian fiction by

to general readers of Australian literature,

popular and best-selling authors of the

as well as of historical and literary interest

colonial period.

to libraries and schools. They also have

These works, from Australia’s colonial

potential as set literary texts for Secondary

past, have been beautifully reprinted from

ISBN: 978
0987625397
Release date:
17 June 2020

Melbourne and Mars: My Mysterious Life on Two Planets

Mars is at once a fascinating early example

school study.

Books in the series:
1. The Forger’ Wife
Australia’s first detective novel.
2. Force and Fraud: A Tale of the Bush
Australia’s first murder mystery novel.
3. An Australian Girl in London
An important early example of Australian women’s writing.
4. An Australian Bush Track
A dark fantasy novel in which a charismatic young woman
explores the Queensland bush.
5. Melbourne and Mars: My Mysterious Life on Two Planets
Australia’s first sci-fi novel, set in both 1880s Melbourne and
also in a fascinating utopian world.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Choose three titles and have postage free.
Choose all ﬁve titles and have one free title.
Offer valid from 1 October 2020 to 28 February 2021
The Colonial Australian Popular Fiction series is an ongoing collaboration between the Grattan Street Press and
the Australian Centre, both based within the School of Culture and Communication at the University of Melbourne.
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Originally published in 1889, Melbourne and

Joseph Fraser

‘I saw that this diarist was either a

of Australian science fiction and a utopian

monomaniac, a dreamer, or a man who

socialist manifesto. It dreams of a society

had undergone a series of the strangest

without money, social disadvantage or crime;

experiences that ever fell to the lot of man.’

where free education, electricity, and everyday
comforts are provided to all. As we astro-

When editor Joseph Fraser is asked to

travel with the narrator between the opposing

publish the diaries of a local merchant, he

realities, the question emerges: how will Adam

can hardly believe what he is reading. Adam

Jacobs reconcile his different worlds?

Jacobs has been leading a strange double
life: split between the harsh struggles of

The Author

colonial Melbourne, and the wonders of

Joseph Fraser was a practitioner of the

a technologically advanced, harmonious

Victorian pseudosciences of phrenology and

existence on Mars – where diminutive

physiognomy. He had published pamphlets

‘Martials’ promenade along clean streets,

based on the popular science of phrenology,

travel in flying machines, and enjoy bountiful

including one evocatively titled Husbands:

produce. Here nature is contained, and social How to Select Them, How to Manage Them,
order is complete.

How to Keep Them.
9

Colonial Australian Popular Fiction
RRP: $24.95

The Forger’s Wife
John Lang

Format: PB
Extent: 276
ISBN: 978
0987625304
Release Date:
April 2017

Colonial Australian Popular Fiction
An Australian Girl in London

RRP: $24.95

Louise Mack

Format: PB
Heralded as the first work of detective fiction,
John Lang’s The Forger’s Wife binds the stories
of Emily Orford, an English ingenue who elopes
with a conman to Australia, and George Flowers,
a convict turned policeman. When Emily is
betrayed by the man she loves, she finds herself
lost in the midst of a rough and unforgiving

A crucial but neglected novel in the early
history of Australian women’s writing, An

Extent: 192

Australian Girl in London dramatises the

ISBN: 978
0987625342

unique pressures facing young women
abroad in the immediate aftermath of
Federation.

Release Date:
May 2018

Its author, Louise Mack, a friend and rival
of Ethel Turner, captures the experience of a

colonial society. Flowers embarks on a relentless

provincial young woman immersing herself

journey to protect her, travelling through the

in the epic metropolis of London – its hard

ports, pubs, and jailhouses of penal New South

urban edges, and the challenges it poses for

Wales, and into the lawless expanse of the bush.

colonial talent, but also its rich history and

John Lang (1816–1864) was the first

culture.

Australian-born novelist, often lauded as the

This edition includes an introduction by

first known writer of detective fiction in the

Sarah Pope.

Anglophone world.

RRP: $24.95
Format: PB
Extent: 276
ISBN: 978
0987625328
Release Date:
May 2018

Force and Fraud: A Tale of the Bush
Ellen Davitt
A bad-tempered squatter is murdered in country
Victoria and the local townsfolk are swept up in
the rush to solve the crime. Will the squatter’s
beautiful daughter, Flora McAlpin, save her
lover from the gallows? Or is the circumstantial
evidence against him too strong?
Ellen Davitt’s Force and Fraud: A Tale of the

An Australian Bush Track

RRP: $24.95

J.D. Hennessey

Format: PB

An Australian Bush Track (1896) is a colonial

Extent: 274

fantasy-adventure by author J.D. Hennessey
in the style of H. Rider Haggard’s She. It takes

ISBN: 978
0987625366

us on an expedition into the Queensland
interior by a group of speculators hot on
the trail of fabulous wealth. Its heroine is a

Release Date:
May 2018

charismatic young bushwoman equipped with

Bush is a feisty account of a murder investigation

heedless courage, a fast horse and a rifle. The

in the colonies that takes the twists and turns of

novel is unrepressed in its representation of

English sensation fiction in a uniquely Australian

colonial racism and the driving forces behind

direction. The novel brings an innovative

it: frontier violence and dispossession, land

forensic eye to its crime, reinventing the squatter

acquisition and the relentless pursuit of

romance as it takes its characters from country

wealth and resources.

to city and from public house to courthouse.
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